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Abstract: This document describes the progress made in the third and final year of the
project for the second task for Work Package 8, task 2: Evaluation by decision makers.
The goal of this task is to use the consortium partners’ networks to select a group of
decision makers for evaluation workshops and use their feedback to define use cases
for NewsReader, as well as optimizing the NewsReader tools and applications.
This deliverable consists of an evaluation of the third version of the decision support
systems: the baseline systems were tested during an evaluation workshop organized by
LN and SYN in collaboration with VUA.
The evaluators were first given a tutorial of the SynerScope tool and then exposed to
the system (Section 2 of this document), and given identical tasks (see Section 3) to be
solved, using the Automotive Information dataset. The evaluation outcomes are
covered in Section 4, with background information on the process and outcomes
covered in the appendices at the end of this document.
Sections 5 and 6 contain our conclusions, as well as lessons learned and
recommendations for future evaluation sessions.
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Executive Summary/Abstract
This document describes the progress made in the third and final year of the project for
the first task for Work Package 8, task 2: Evaluation by decision makers.
The goal of this task is to use LexisNexis’ customer base, as well as the consortium
partners’ networks to recruit groups of decision makers for evaluation workshops and use
their feedback to define use cases for NewsReader, as well as optimizing the NewsReader
tools and applications.
This particular deliverable consists of an evaluation of fresh iterations (SYN, LN) of the
decision support systems: the baseline systems were tested during an evaluation workshop
organized by LN in collaboration with SYN and VUA.
The evaluators were exposed to the last iteration of the SynerScope system (Section 2),
and given identical tasks (Section 3) to be solved, using the Global Automotive Industry
v3 dataset. The evaluation outcomes are covered in Section 4, with background
information on the process and outcomes covered in the appendices at the end of this
document.
Sections 5 and 6 contain our conclusions, as well as lessons learned and recommendations
for future evaluation sessions.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the course of the NewsReader project, each year a group of decision makers
was selected and invited to attend an evaluation workshop. For the third and final round
of evaluations we applied the lessons learned from Year 1 and 2 and used in-person
invitations to recruit evaluation participants. We took substantially more time for
planning and execution compared to the first and second evaluation round, resulting in
(A) a more diverse evaluator crowd (B) a better process for gathering the qualitative
feedback given by the participants.
The evaluation workshop was organized as a centralized event, to facilitate interaction
between the different participating decision makers and capture the maximum response.
The evaluators were asked to log their actions during the evaluation tasks, and general
impressions of the evaluator group were captured during an interactive Q&A directly
after they had used the system (Section 3-4).
This deliverable further describes the third and final version of the decision support
system as well as the evaluation where the prototype of the NewsReader decision support
tool was tested by a selection of decision markers (Section 2).
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2. The Decision Support Systems
Deliverable D7.1, Section 1 gives an insight into our definitions and choices for a
Decision Support Tool Suite (DSTS). These decision resulted in SynerScope as the
chosen DSTS. A short recap: The DSTS is a graphical user interface meant to support
users when making strategic decisions. The DSTS does not aim to provide users with a
final decision or prediction of future events, but should aid users in drawing their own
conclusions. A requirement for such a system is the availability of all relevant data in the
system, which is not likely in an open domain such as news. Users also need to be able to
manipulate the data in the interface to gather information to base their conclusions on.
In the Y1 and Y2 evaluations, we pitted the DSTS against a LexisNexis system and a
generic search engine. In those evaluations, we noticed that trying to compare three
systems poses a serious constraint on the time users are able to spend with each system.
Furthermore, none of these systems are set up to allow users to test an event-based search
paradigm, instead they provide document-based search. This makes it difficult (if not
impossible) to reliably compare the three systems. Therefore we decided to focus on a
single decision support system in the Y3 evaluation, namely the commercially available
SynerScope application on top of the NewsReader data.
In Tables 1-3, we detail the evolution of the systems used during the evaluations. Table 1
presents an overview of the 3 systems used in the Y1 evaluation, as well as a development
version of the Nexis system to work with NewsReader output. As the visualizations from
the SynerScope tool were already at a more advanced stage, and importing the
NewsReader data was fairly straightforward, it was decided not to pursue separate
development on the LN platform further in the project.
LN Academic
(year 1)

SynerScope Web
version (year1)

~30,000
sources: news,
legal,
company
information

NewsReader
output:
TechCrunch &
CrunchBase

Search engine

LN
proprietary

SynerScope

Result display

1) textual list
of search
results
2) full text
documents

1) visualized data 1) textual list of
using the options search results
in the SYN
2) full text
application
documents
2) full text
documents

Sources

1) ID &
password
Authentication
2) IP address
recognition

Google

Modified LexisNexis
System

Any webpage
crawled by Google

NewsReader output:
TechCrunch &
CrunchBase

Google

ElasticSearch
1) textual list of search
results
2) full text documents
3) network view of
NewsReader enrichment

none: open to use
ID & Password

none: open to use

Table 1: Key differences between the various systems used and developed during Y1.
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Nexis Customised User
Interface (CUI)

Google

SynerScope
(year 2)

~30,000 sources: news,
legal, company information.
Filter added to limit data to
‘car data’ set as used by
NewsReader

NewsReader Global
Automotive Industry
dataset v2

Search engine

LN proprietary

SPARQL/Knowledge
Store

Google

Result display

1) textual list of search
results
2) full text documents

1) visualized data using
the options in the SYN
application
2) full text documents

1) textual list of
search results
2) full text documents

ID & Password

none: open to use

Sources

Authentication ID & password

Any web page
crawled by Google

Table 2: Key differences between the various systems used in the Y2 evaluation.

SynerScope
(year 3)

Sources

Search engine

Result display

Authentication

NewsReader Global Automotive Industry dataset v3: a blend of sources
from the LN database, as well as structured data from Yahoo Finance

SPARQL/KnowledgeStore
1) visualized data using the options in the SYN application
2) full text documents

ID & password
Table 3: Key features of the system used in the Y3 evaluation.
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2.1 SynerScope
SynerScope (‘SYN’) is a visual analytics application1 that delivers real time
interaction with dynamic network-centric data. The tool can process and visualize
data from client databases as well as other structured or unstructured data such as
news or data from external (web) sources. SYN supports simultaneous views and
coordinates user interaction, enabling the user to identify correlations and to uncover
unforeseen connections.
SYN allows the user to display and interact with several visualization methods
('views') simultaneously. These views include network visualizations, timelines, word
walls, maps, and more traditional visualizations such as bar charts and scatter plots.
Interactions within one view (e.g. highlighting, selecting) are reflected in all other
open views. The Hierarchical Edge Bundling View (HEB)2 is the primary network
visualization in SYN (see Figure 1). Each Node is visualized as a point on a circle,
and each Link is visualized as a curved line between its source and target Node. The
Nodes are grouped hierarchically, based on an ordering defined by the user. In the
Word Wall both structured and unstructured textual data can be displayed, where the
size of a “brick” in the wall is indicative for the relative occurrence of its content in
the data.

Figure 1: Hierarchical Edge Bundling View showing the entity network for Tesla
1
2

http://www.synerscope.com/products/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=433
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SYN is designed to work with a fairly basic information schema, called the SYN
Interface Schema (SIS). SIS consists of two object types: Nodes and Links. Links
connect two Nodes. Both Nodes and Links can have additional attributes of a number
of data types, including integers, floating point numbers, free text, date and time,
latitude and longitude. Nodes and Links need a key attribute. This attribute is used to
connect Nodes and Links. It is not predefined which kinds of data objects can be
Nodes, Links, or attributes of Nodes or Links. This can be decided at the time of
import.
A common decision, in the case of simple events such as transactions,
communication, and interpersonal relations, is that events are modeled as Links
between entity Nodes. This is the chosen representation for the NewsReader event
data. Alternatively, events and entities can both be Nodes while Links are simply
associations between them.
Multiple Coordinated Views
The central interaction paradigm of SYN is "Multiple Coordinated Views". SYN
shows a number of different perspectives on the data, for example, relations and time,
and each selection made in any of these views causes an equivalent selection to be
made in all other views (see Figure 2). This enables the user to explore correlations
between different facets of stories. For instance, it can be used to explore whether
actors that interact are collocated by selecting part of a social network in a network
view, then checking which corresponding locations are selected in a geographical
view and whether these are near to each other.

Figure 2: Visualization using SynerScope, showing one of the projects set up for the evaluation. From
top left moving clockwise we see the HEB (network view), three Word Walls, an aggregated timeline
view and an external web source connecting SynerScope to the Knowledge Store.
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Availability & Licensing

For commercial use, SYN is available in two versions. Firstly, as a rack-mountable
black box appliance which provides virtualized instances of the SynerScope
application which can be accessed using any (thin) client, such as a tablet computer or
PC. Secondly, as a downloadable application for Linux and Windows, with an
accompanying license per seat. A cloud solution is under development and will likely
be available soon.
Set up for Evaluation
To prepare the projects for the evaluation, we used the Web Connector to download
the relevant data from the Knowledge Store. We prepared separate projects for the
separate tasks in the evaluation, where in the first set of tasks we used two data
projections and for the other two sets a single data projection each sufficed. The type
of data projections used here are a combined event-ESO view and a mention view.
The event-ESO projection consists of entities on the Nodes and events with their
ESO-relations on the Links. This data projection makes it possible to investigate
events and relations between entities. The mention projection has entities on Nodes
connected through mentions on the Links to the documents (publications) on the
connected Nodes. This data projection is useful when investigating sources and/or
provenance.
The table below shows which projects were created for the evaluation. The ‘Key
Entities’ column shows for which entities events were downloaded from the
Knowledge Store using the Web Connector. Entities that are directly related to these
key entities through events are included as well. All other entities are discarded and
not used in the project. The last two columns show the number of unique entities and
number of unique events in each project.
Project/Task
E-vehicles/Tesla
Motors/Mitsubishi
Mention Project
E-vehicles/Tesla
Motors/Mitsubishi
Event-ESO Project
Fiat-Chrysler
Automobiles
Event-ESO Project
Takata Event-ESO
Project

Key Entities
Mitsubishi

# Unique Entities
29,429

Tesla Motors, Elon
Musk, SpaceX,
SolarCity, PayPal,
Fisker Automotive
Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles,
Chrysler, Fiat
Automobiles
Takata, Daicel,
TRW Automotive,
Autoliv

10,022

# Events
0 (mention-based,
contains 192,917
mentions)
27,521

126,736

487,936

8,264

26,652

Table 2: Projects created for use during the evaluation
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Figure 3: Example of word walls of the framenet and the ESO event types of Takata (task 3)

In the event-ESO projections different views can be shown such as entity labels and
entity URIs; entity types (both top level and lower level hierarchy); event labels; event
framenet3 types, ESO types and ESO-relations.4 We call this type of visualization a
"word wall". An example is shown in Figure 3.
In the NewsReader Y3 evaluation, the HEB is used to show the event-entity network.
A bar chart is used to show an aggregated time line view (events per year); and the
web loader shows the documents in the Knowledge Store.
The mention projection shares the views for the entities, but the HEB shows the
mention network, and two word walls are set up for visualizing the document text and
document title.
Furthermore, one of the event-ESO data projections was enriched with data from
Yahoo Finance.5 This data contains the share prices from companies and the main
stock exchange for the trading of these shares. We added this data to the event-ESO
projection for the task set about E-vehicles.6 Figure 4 shows how this information was
visualized: a scatter plot with the daily share prices, a word wall for the company
name and a word wall for the stock exchange.

3

4
5
6

https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/about
http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/event-and-situation-ontology/
http://finance.yahoo.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_vehicle
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Figure 4: Three views with the share price data from Yahoo Finance. Selected here is Tesla motors in
a subset of the NASDAQ and NY stock exchanges.
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3. Evaluation Setup
3.1 Tasks
The evaluators were asked to perform three tasks in SynerScope. The tasks as presented
to the evaluators are available in Appendix A.
The tasks were chosen using the following criteria:
1. relevance for the Car data set: i.e. questions around the domain of cars, ownership
& governance of car companies
2. ‘real world relevance’: tasks were written from a user perspective, dealing with
questions that professional researchers work with;
3. go beyond document level to answer questions: i.e. use combined answer sets to
be able to answer the question(s) in a specific task
We organized one evaluation session on 24 November 2015 in a central location that is
easy to reach. Evaluators were compensated for their time by a giftcard to an online
bookstore. They were also invited to stay on for the NewsReader workshop (further
described in Deliverable D10.5) possibly giving them the opportunity to network with
other interested parties.
The agenda for the evaluation session was as follows:
• A high-level presentation on the NewsReader project;
• Introduction and tutorial to SynerScope;
• Evaluation tasks;
• interactive Q&A session to capture non-task-related evaluator feedback
We used the facilities of the Public Library7 in Amsterdam for the evaluation, with one
high-end laptop computer8 per evaluator. The laptops were pre-installed with the
SynerScope tool and NewsReader data.
Answers to the task questions were to be entered into a Qualtrics9 survey. The evaluator
feedback consisted of several components:
1. answer to the question(s) laid out in the task (Appendix F);
2. score the tool used for multiple usability qualifiers (Appendix C)
3. score the NewsReader data enrichment on multiple aspects (Appendix C)
4. qualitative user feedback through the Survey (Appendix D)
5. qualitative user feedback through a round table discussion session (Appendix E)
6. comments about user experience (Appendix D)

3.2 Data
As in the Y2 evaluation, we decided use the global automotive industry dataset for the Y3
evaluation. We chose this dataset for the following reasons:

7
8
9

http://www.oba.nl/oba/english.html
http://rent.infotheek.com/product/hp-zbook/
http://www.qualtrics.com/
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An industry that is global by nature: good geographical and multi-lingual
coverage
Highly complex ownership and partnership relationships: complicated
organizational structures require a non-document driven analysis tool to uncover
heretofore ‘hidden’ relationships
Highly dynamic: this industry is characterised by various events that drive large
volumes of news coverage: mergers and acquisitions, bankruptcies, product
recalls, new model launches.

The dataset for this evaluation consists of news data on all major car brands ranging from
2003 to September 2015, as well as structured data (including share prices, company
financials for the 2010-2015 timeframe). Furthermore, we specifically added news
articles on e-vehicles to complement the car data set.

3.3 Participants
The previous evaluation delivered a good set of recommendations,10 many of them aimed
at logistics/recruitment for this evaluation round. The main recommendations were:
1. Start preparations for the evaluation at an earlier stage
2. Define evaluation tasks based on market requirements
3. Use identical datasets for the evaluation tools a much as possible
Firstly, we decided to combine the evaluation with the final NewsReader workshop11 on
the same day. This made it more appealing to attend the evaluation as the combined event
could be used by the attendees as (A) a networking opportunity, and (B) as a way to
acquire knowledge about the NewsReader project in general.
Secondly, the consortium partners focused at in-person invitations, rather than more
generic recruitment through social media such as partner web sites and LinkedIn groups.
Thirdly, we were able to start planning earlier compared to the first and second years’
evaluation-rounds, giving us the opportunity to optimize communications, hand-pick
optimal participants and invest time in personal invitations.
Applying these lessons learned paid off: LN recruited a total of 15 evaluators of which 11
were present at the evaluation and 10 participated. The attendees represented a broad
spectrum of information workers, covering a wide variety of job roles and industries.
Participant’s job roles varied from journalists and researchers to information
professionals, policy advisors and publishing professionals. The participants came from
government institutions, publishers, research institutions and universities. See Appendix
B for a detailed overview of the evaluators and their backgrounds.

10

http://www.newsreader-project.eu/files/2012/12/NWR-D8-2-1.pdf p. 18-19
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/car-wars-industrial-heroes-going-down-fighting-tickets18872669663

11
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4. Evaluation Results
This section outlines the results for the evaluation event we organized in November 2015
in Amsterdam.
The results from this evaluation have directional, rather than statistical value, given the
sample group of 10 participants. The evaluators were for the most part able to provide
answers to the tasks with a varying level of accuracy. We had three tasks (divided in three
subtasks) lined up for the evaluators. Three tasks proved to be too ambitious within the
set timeframe so we decided to skip task 2. The evaluators worked on tasks 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Appendix F contains the answers to the tasks.
The statistical insignificance does not mean that more high-level conclusions cannot be
drawn, though. These are mainly in the areas of usability and ‘fit-for-purpose’.
Figures 5 and 6 contain the answers gathered through the Qualtrics tool during the
evaluation. To gain further qualitative feedback from the evaluation this evaluation round
we extended the list of questions compared to the previous evaluation round. The
qualitative user feedback is found in Appendices D and E.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

5 strongly agree
4 agree
3 neutral
2 disagree
1. strongly disagree

Figure 5: SynerScope User Experience evaluation results, N=9

As the answers in Figure 5 show, the evaluators see the added value of SynerScope
system for the tasks, but they do feel it is not straightforward to use. Indeed the
SynerScope tool has many features and they can be overwhelming to users at first.
However, two evaluators who had participated in the Y2 evaluation as well stated that last
year they felt that the system was too complex, but this year they felt that they 'got' the
system and managed to get some useful results with it, despite not having worked with
the system for a year. This aligns with SynerScope's experience, where users usually feel
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much more confident using the system the second time they use it. It should also be noted
that users of LexisNexis systems usually receive training in the system too, therefore
initial complexity of SynerScope is not considered insurmountable.
12
10
8
5 strongly agree

6

4 agree
4

3 neutral
2 disagree

2

1. strongly disagree
0
1. I felt the data 2. I liked using
enrichments the eso event
(e.g. event
types
types, enCty
types) were
useful

3.I found the 4. I think I would
enCty types like to search via
useful in my
events rather
search
than documents

Figure 6: Data Enrichment evaluation results, N=10

With the added information layer from the Events and Situations Ontology (ESO),12
the enrichment layers from the NewsReader system have become more visible to
users. We therefore also specifically asked feedback on these enrichments. Overall,
the evaluators are positive about the enrichments. For the ESO enrichments, the
results are a bit mixed. Indeed ESO is fairly complex, but still half the participants
appreciated the ESO enrichments. The consortium will investigate the best
presentation mode for this type of information.

12

Segers R., P. Vossen, M. Rospocher, L. Serafini, E. Laparra, G. Rigau. “ESO: a Frame based
Ontology for Events and Implied Situations”, In: Proceedings of MAPLEX 2015, Yamagata, Japan,
February 9-10 2015
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5. Discussion
In the third year evaluation, the consortium decided to focus the evaluation on the
DSTS and gather more in-depth feedback about the system from the evaluators
instead of comparing it to existing systems. Overall the participating decision makers
were positive about the system, although they recognized it was a complex system to
get started with. Although users who had worked once with the system before
reported that working with the system a second time is considerably easier. It is
customary for companies to train employees when starting with a new system,
therefore the consortium does not consider this too big a hurdle. Whilst it would be
desirable to have all evaluators spend more time with the system, we realize that such
evaluations are a serious time investment from the evaluators, making this not an
option. SynerScope is working on a web version of the DSTS, which could potentially
allow evaluators to access the system more often, from their own offices and at a time
when it is most convenient to them, but at the time of the evaluation this option was
not yet available.
As we saw with the Y2 evaluations, it paid off to recruit evaluators via personal
invitation. Due to the longer run-up to this evaluation (planned since April), this led to a
representative and diverse group of evaluators. Furthermore, the evaluators also liked the
opportunity to network: with members of the NewsReader consortium, with each other as
well as with NewsReader workshop participants.
The Q&A session at the end of the evaluation session allowed the consortium to capture
valuable evaluator feedback that we could not have obtained from the survey tool. This is
where we for example learnt having used the system (even only once) before is very
helpful.
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6. Conclusion
The NewsReader/SynerScope decision making tool can help users solve problems in
exploratory mode: filtering and combining networks of events and entities to create an
answer set. This is fundamentally different from the more linear approach offered by
classic research databases, where facts are stored on a per-document level only.
The work done during the third round of user evaluations by decision makers can be
summarized as follows:
• SYN set up projects in SynerScope to be tested during the evaluation.
• Participants were recruited by LN among a broad spectrum of information
workers, covering a wide variety of job roles and industries.
• Evaluation combined with final Project Workshop and Hackathon in Amsterdam.
• The participants were given identical tasks to be solved on one system only
(SYN) for more detailed feedback.
With regards to the Decision Support Tool some valuable observations were made by the
evaluators some of which we would like to highlight here:
• “I think the system is beautiful and will like it more and more.”
• “Rich data brought together in a rich manner.”
• “I like the point and click way of narrowing down. But sometimes you get lost in
in the process.”
• “I really missed indications where I was and what I had done. Was I right or
wrong? One step back or fully back to start?”
• “Would a stateless bread crumb trail be helpful?”
Key learnings from this third and final evaluation round:
• Ensure that data sets and decision making tools are available before planning
starts.
• To take full advantage of the capabilities of Decision support tool, evaluators who
have not been exposed to the Decision support tool need a dedicated trainer.
• Recruiting by personal invitation delivers qualitatively and quantitatively better
attendee ship.
• Use market input to get ‘real life’ use cases for the evaluation.
• Delivering the processed NWR-data is crucial for a timely organization of the
user evaluation.
• Use a facilitated evaluator group discussion to capture non-task-specific implicit
evaluator feedback.
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Appendix A: Task Descriptions
The questions below were given to all evaluators, and needed to be answered using
SynerScope.

Y3 evaluation, November 2015
Introduction
Why data from the automotive industry?
A subset of data needed to be created, since the project consortium does not have access
to unlimited storage and processing capacity. We decided to select the international
automotive industry for the following reasons:
•
•

•

an industry that is global by nature: good geographical and multi-lingual coverage
highly complex ownership and partnership relationships: complicated
organisational structures require a non-document driven analysis tool to uncover
heretofore ‘hidden’ relationships
highly dynamic: this industry is characterised by various events that drive large
volumes of news coverage: mergers and acquisitions, bankruptcies, product
recalls, new model launches.

The dataset for this evaluation consists of news data on all major car brands ranging from
2003 to September 2015, as well as structured data (share prices, company financials for
the 2010-2015 timeframe).

1 E-vehicles/Tesla Motors/Mitsubishi
E-vehicles (i.e.: battery-powered cars) has become one of the hottest topics in the
automotive industry: the increasing amount of emission reduction regulation and
legislation forces ‘traditional’ car manufacturers to look beyond combustion enginepowered vehicles and explore alternative ‘fuel’ sources. This has also created
opportunities for non-traditional players like Tesla.
Tesla is without a doubt the most visible company in the E-vehicle domain, not in the
least because of the media coverage of its charismatic CEO.
1. How does news coverage for Mitsubishi around E-vehicles compare to ‘fossil
fuel’ vehicles over the years?
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2. What other companies is or was the Tesla CEO involved in? When did he start or
end his involvement?
3. Which people/organisations are the key investors in Tesla, and when were their
investments made?

2 Fiat-Chrysler Automobiles
FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) is a young company, but its predecessors (Fiat,
Chrysler) represent many decades of automotive history. FCA is an interesting example
of the industry’s dynamics: changes in company and brand ownership, market strategy,
funding …
1. Can you identify the company’s (or its predecessors) key events in the last 5
years?
2. What has led to the current organizational structure? Chrysler and Fiat used to be
two separate manufacturers, what drove this single new conglomerate?
3. Which new car model launches belonging to FCA and/or its predecessors can you
retrieve from the dataset? When did these launches take place?

3 Takata
Takata, a world-leading manufacturer of airbags, used to be quite anonymous: usually
only the actual car manufacturers get news coverage in the regular media. Being a parts
supplier to well-known car makers, this Japanese company hardly received any news
coverage at all, making it a big unknown to the average ‘news consumer’.
That changed drastically, however: enormous amounts of their product didn’t meet the
safety standards they were supposed to be designed for…. This caused one of the largest
examples of product recall (asking buyers to return their purchases so they can be
repaired or replaced) in recent history.
1. We would like to ask you for the final task to explore the data set and see if you can
find something interesting there. For example look for the competitors of Takata and
if they have connections to both Takata and car manufacturers and what this means.
Or look for which government agencies are involved with Takata and how?
2. Can you find alternative suppliers to Takata in the dataset?
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3. How many vehicles were recalled due to faulty Takata components?
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Appendix B: Participants
Some of these participants have also taken part in the previous (Year 1/Year 2)
evaluations, and/or NewsReader-related projects (Dutch Parliament, KIEM).

Name

PC

Organization

Occupation

Participant 1

8

Dutch National Bank

Team leader Information Services

Participant 2

5

Police

Senior Detective

Participant 3

7

Tax Authorities/Customs

Senior Policy Advisor

9

VU
Amsterdam

Post doc Researcher Journalism studies

Participant 4

University

Participant 5

1

Self-employed

Journalist

Participant 6

10

LexisNexis

Content Specialist

Elsevier

Project Manager Publishing
Development

6
Participant 7
Participant 8

11

LexisNexis

Team leader Content Enrichment

Participant 9

2

Dutch Parliament

Specialist Information Services

Participant
10

3
Dutch Parliament

Thesaurus and Retrieval Specialist
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Appendix C: Evaluation Rating Model
Questions on User experience

Identifier Text
L1

I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

L2

I found this system unnecessarily complex.

L3

I thought this system was easy to use.

L4

I think that I would need assistance to be able to use this system.

L5

I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

L6

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

L7

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system
very quickly.

L8

I found this system very cumbersome/awkward to use.

L9

I felt very confident using this system.

L10

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this
system.

Questions on NewsReader Data enrichment

Identifier Text
L1

I felt the data enrichments (e.g. event types, entity types) were
useful

L2

I liked using the ESO event types

L3

I found the entity types useful in my search

L4

I think I would like to search via events rather than documents
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Appendix D: Qualitative user feedback through Survey
What feature of the system did you like/dislike the most?
Participant 1 I notice myself using the Keyword search in the search box more often.
The amount of terms in the views is somewhat overwhelming. It
distracts me. Btw, I’m not a search specialist, rather a generalist. I can
imagine experts would be more used to these kinds of systems. I do
have experience on the topic of online usability. This is the viewpoint
I’ve taken to answer the survey. Honestly from a consumer point of
view the system isn’t user-friendly. The way drilling down in the data
is presented by websites like Marktplaats.nl or intermediair.nl is much
easier. It all depends how this tool is marketed (which segments, which
target audience).*
Participant 2 The eye
Participant 3
Participant 4 The search box
Participant

5

The buttons are really useful, even though you sometimes have to
search outside the buttons. The ability of creating deeper selections is
valuable. Setbacks: - I missed a key final step undo - The data
contained lots of noise - many combinations of keywords yielded
irrelevant documents: Mitsubishi & electric led to information on
events, marketing, and other matters related to car manufacturing low
had to make. - Documents containing multiple news (banking,
collections of small business news) provided much noise in the results.
- I have a tendency in this system to use the query bar, and Google-like
search for strings of "multiple search" because it is a quick way to get
results. - I would like to see the selected search terms highlighted in the
window with the text of the articles. I wasted a lot of time with
scrolling through texts which I realized only belatedly that they were
irrelevant. It had to do with the profusion of markings in different
colours.*
Participant 6 I like the point and click way of narrowing down. But sometimes you
get lost in in the process.
Participant 7 I really missed indications where I was and what I had done. Was I
right or wrong? One step back or fully back to start? Sometimes you
see words in the texts you would want to use. Like the visualizations
and wealth of text links.
Participant 8 I really liked the visualization part, the usability is really good for this
big squares.
Participant 9 I think the system is beautiful and I will like it more and more. For now
like the graph the most. I dislike the word walls most, cause i feel not
very confident working with them now. Just later i found the
alphabetically order, which make it easier to find to the terms.
Participant 10 Rich data brought together in a rich manner. If you have little time you
end up using the good old, familiar search box….which is a shame.*
*translated from Dutch
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Additional comments on user experience
Participant 1 You should have an external agency do a usabilitytest. And use the
outcomes to invest in the design of the tool.*
Participant 2 Would like to see the world map next time as well
Participant 3
Participant 4 Terminology: quite hard to understand what the terms mean
Participant
Participant

5
6

Participant
Participant

7
8

Would a stateless bread crumb trail be helpful?

I feel I need a 30mn session with a dedicated trainer to fully understand
the functionalities and how to use the tool at its best.
Participant 9 The system went down a couple of times. That doesn't help when you're
not confident enough.
Participant 10 Before you can start using the system you need to have a clear picture
of the possibilities and functionality. For example the controlled
timelines (ESO) in relation to the free terms. The system is complex but
not overly complex. You will need sufficient time to be able to fully
comprehend the system so you can make optimal use of it. I would
really like to do just that because I think it is worth it. It is difficult to
trace what steps you’ve taken and to go back. Within some projects in
SynerScope I lost the visualisation of timelines. With regards to
question 4: an extensive user guide should suffice.*
*translated from Dutch
Additional comments on NewsReader Data enrichment
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant
Participant

5
6

Great stuff! :-)

Participant
Participant
Participant
Participant

7
8
9 Data enrichment is a must. But... you will have to learn working with it.
10 I would like to get more insights into the metadata enabling me to make
a) better use of metadata, b) to be able to make a better judgement*
*translated from Dutch
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Appendix E: Qualitative user feedback through Discussion session
with Participants
Notes taken by Scribe 1:
Discussion Leader: Some of our questions were a bit ambitious. Not a surprise, in the last
few minutes we'd like some feedback. Opening the floor to you. What did you like, what
didn't you like. Maybe a bit more concrete, how could you use a system like this in your
world? In your job role, within our organisation? We have a tiny minority of non-Dutch
speakers here, feel free to answer in Dutch if that's more comfortable. First impressions or
for some of you second impressions.

2: What I missed today is showing the map, which would make it more visible, the where
questions. The google map, which was shown before at the KIEM meeting.

1: We were just talking about usability; I’m really comfortable with typing in keywords
for search. I'm googleized. I have some comments about how do you all the information
is a bit overwhelming in the tables. Maybe it's because I'm a beginner, it may be different
for you if you work with it for a week. What is your user group?

Just clicking doesn't help

9 Its also quite difficult. I start clicking and within two clicks I'm lost. Maybe a
breadcrumb trail would help

1: you get 10000 hits, then filter, you get oh 5000

4: Visualising your search

9: Because I was lost, I opened the project again, to go to start.
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7: You go back to start because you weren't sure whether what you did was right. You
don't know how wrong, so you go back to start just to see whether you can find what you
were looking for. That's a waste of time because the richness of the data gets you lost so
you want to know whether you are going in the right direction. This orientation: am I
good or bad, efficient, inefficient. You can probably do things in 3 steps what I did in 7
steps. This feedback of what I'm doing would be good.

Discussion leader: lots of heads nodding. Summary "where am I" this is good feedback on
the UI.

The data points we distilled out of this, is a mushroom. 2.7 million Documents, many,
many times more than that actors, events

Discussion leader: a question probably a bit harder to answer, because it is more abstract,
can you see benefits of what we did with the data. Can you look beyond the UI, and its
difficulties? What happened until it reaches the UI, the NLP, the pipelines? What are your
observations there? Where do you see value, where do you miss something?

8: I think it was like a discovery tool, if you just go on the wheel, you can really find
things that you didn't know exist or were in relation to the subjects. It's really a discovery
tool it gives you insight into what you were looking for.

5: I like with the Takata exercise that I could find some competitors quite quickly which I
probably wouldn't have found in the LexisNexis database
What I missed is somewhat easier way of doing this. What I would intuitively think
would be a button called Takata. Like in the introduction presentation I could click on a
name and see it expand. More network-like search.
I also found it hard, maybe a bit of data refining needs to be done. Like some stock
articles, were about one or the other article but there is no correlation between the two
terms (Mitsubishi + electric) In LN I can search 'within 5 words'

7: We were also looking at the textual box on the bottom left. Sometimes you would see a
word in the texts there, and you would like to click on them to continue from there, but it
wouldn't work. There is some mouse-over information, but it's not really helpful. Ideally,
because this is some kind of sanity check there, and you see that there is something useful
there, but you want to click on one of the mentions in there to click through.
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5: still a lot of double-checking involved in this

4: I really liked the 4 boxes because it inspired me to do a serendipitous search, but I'm
still confused about what is an ESO term, what is an entity term

7: Even the term entity is not that easy to interpret, there are days i don't use it

2: we use it all the time

Discussion leader: this also illustrates that in our jobs, in our roles, we live in different
ecosystems. on a UI level we live on different systems

4: I was looking at the dates on the resource text. Is the date of the article relevant to me?

6: it was at the bottom

4: I don't scroll that far :)

8: date of article could be more prominent

Final thoughts, comments?

7: sometimes you'd like to enrich things, for example the Takata thing again. If we bring
up the colours, red was a person, Takata was mostly mentioned as a company, but
sometimes as a person. Can you feedback to the system, does it make sense or not?
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Discussion leader: detecting a company name that is identical to an organisation name,
you may want to correct the system.

4: I was more wondering, if there is also a 'SynerScope light' version? It is quite a
powerful interface and I was just a bit lost.

Jesper (SynerScope): I have a setup with 3 monitors

9: Oh so this is the light version

Tessel (SynerScope): we've done a tutorial for 16 year olds who could

9: The first time it was something weird, something interesting but I couldn't give
answers. This time I could not only find documents, but also information

10: I also think the tool has improved in that time, I don't know what the difference is.

Tessel (SynerScope): it's the 4.0 release, the global search is new

Discussion leader: the underlying data is also improved.

It's time to wrap up the wrap up.
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Notes taken by Scribe 2:

2: why haven't you used the map-view?

6: comfortable with Google key search, UI SynerScope a bit overwhelming

4: quickly lost in the steps you've taken; why not add a bread crumb?

7: at that point you quickly return to start to make sure you don't miss anything. Where
am I? More guidance needed. Am I working efficiently or inefficiently?

Discussion leader: what are the benefits of the system (NLP work, data enrichments)?

8: Discovery tool, you might find stuff you weren't looking for

12: Takata, quickly able to find competitors but.....
You would expect looking for Takata and finding a network or cloud of competitors
Underlying data need refinement

7: textual box, mouse over information. Is my filtering correct? You need a sanity check?
Lot of double checking needed

4: inspiring four or six windows. More explanation needed on ESO, events, etc

7: term entity you don't use on a daily basis
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2: we do use it regularly

9: metadata aren't clearly shown.

8: Date in article should be more prominent

Final thoughts:

7: Takata example: bot a company and person. How can you give feedback to the system?

4: SynerScope light version available?

9: Y2-evaluation: SynerScope too difficult. During this 2nd evaluation it was much easier
too actually give answers to questions in the survey

10: UI seems improved compared to last year’s evaluation
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Evaluators:

more news
about e vehicles
than fossil fuel

1

a huge
increase in
2004 and
2015
(gradually
from 2013)*

2

3

4

5

"The coverage
on electric
vehicle has
been at its
highest point in
2003 and 2004,
then it went low
until it grew
again from
2011 to 2015.
the coverage for
fossil fuel has
been way
smaller than the
one for electric
engines but it
observes the
same time
pattern."

6
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"E-vehicle:
Peek in
beginning of
dataset around
2003/2004 + a
peek around
2013-2015
Fossil Fuel:
Only searched on
Mitsubishi
gasoline and
found only 8
documents: 1 in
years 2004,
2005, 2007,
2008, 2013, 2014
and only 2 in
2015"

The topic of
electric vehicles
was hot around
'03 and '04.
After a lull it
has become
more populair
from '12 on
forward.
Fossil fuel
(query: oil
petrol gas fossil
lng combustion)
has the same
shape in grey,
the lack of
mentioning.
The orange
shape is around
the same shape,
but the lack of
hits per year
make it less
trustworthy.

Many
electric
through the
years
compared to
fossil fuels.
Difficult to
keep track of
where I was
in the
selection
process and
if I was still
correct in
my
selection.
Also not
sure how
good my
selections
were overall.
Was electric
really only
for cars or
also for
other types
of vehicles?

Appendix F: Answers to evaluation tasks

1.1 How does
news coverage
for Mitsubishi
around Evehicles
compare to
‘fossil fuel’
vehicles over
the years?
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7

8

Reports of Evehicles are
much more
than reports
about engines
using fossil
fuels. With a
peak in
2004.*

9

Much more
publicity
about evehicles than
on fossil fuel
vehicles over
all years*

10

FCA US LLC
NHTSA
TRW

Bmw
Panasonic 2010
Mr Musk, aug
2015

Senator,
government,
elon, musk
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1.2 What other
companies is or
was the Tesla
CEO involved
in? When did he
start or end his
involvement?

1.3 Which
people/organisat
ions are the key
investors in
Tesla, and when
were their
investments
made?
3.1 We would
like to ask you
for the final task
to explore the
data set and see
if you can find
something
interesting
there. For
example look
for the
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PayPal,
SpaceX,
Tesla

Panasonic
and Toyota

FCA US
LLC

PayPal and Zip2

Sorry, wasn't
able to find it…

Autoliv and
Daicel may
control more
than half the
market by 2020

Spacex Toyota
PayPal
Solarcity Fisker
Automotive

Government
Agencies:
Vehicle Safety
and Regulatory
Compliance at
FCA US LL
National
Highway
Traffic Safety
Administration:
Creates a list of
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SpaceX:
sinds 2008

Paypal, SpaceX
(started 2008)
and SolarCity
(started 2006)

Aabar
Investments
(2009)
verder kom ik
even niet

NHTSA has
authority to
force Takata to
share
information
with other
airbag
manufacturers
in order to
speed up the
repair process

Elon Musk

Brin, Page
and Musk
himself.

Solar
systems,
SpaceX.
Mostly
between
2013 and
2015

27s?

Chairman
Musk is the
lead investor.
2nd is
Vantage
Point

us
department
of energy,
dept of
commerce,
ept. of
justice, dept
of
transportatio
n, patent and
trademark

Musk is
the
founder
of
paypal,
He is
also the
founder
of Space
X.
Musk
purchase
d US$5
million
of
SolarCity
in aug
2015

Could not
find it

Government
Agencys:
Department
of Commerce
Department
of Energy
Department
of Justice
Department
of
Transportatio

Autoliv
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competitors of
Takata and if
they have
connections to
both Takata and
car
manufacturers
and what this
means. Or look
for which
government
agencies are
involved with
Takata and how.
?

3.2 Can you
find alternative
suppliers to
Takata in the
dataset?
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Autoliv

Autoliv and
Daicel

vehicles that
need to be
recalled

Autoliv
Invista
Nippon Kayaku
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Autoliv
TRW
Automotive

and ensure that
sufficient
replacement
parts are
available.

Autoliv
TRW
Automotive
Daicel Corp
Nippon Kayaku
Co

Daicel and
Autoliv

27s

Autoliv Inc.,
Daicel Corp.
and Nippon
Kayaku Co.

n
Patent and
Trademark
Office
Financial
Service
Authority
Food and
Drug
Administratio
n
Government
Accountabilit
y Office
Ministry of
Economy,
Trade and
Industry
NSA

Auto liv;
Daicel Corp;
Nippon
Kayaku

office,
financial
services
authority,
food and
drug
administratio
n,
governement
accountabilit
y office,
ministery of
economy,
trade and
industry,
national
security
office all
have
relations
with tesla
corporation.

34 mln
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3.3How many
vehicles were
recalled due to
faulty Takata
components?
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12 million

34 millions cars
in the US

68 million
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12 million

33.8 million
airbags.
I'm not sure
about the
number of
vehicles, but it
might be 17
million.

34 million

34
millions

2.9 million
vehicle

2,9 miljoen
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Appendix G: Checklist Y3 user evaluation test (lessons learned)
Technical Setup
Clear Browser History & Cookies
Time Tracker software
Browser check on computer used for evaluation
Survey tool: Qualtrics or Google Forms
Firewall/Network check
Candidates
SynerScope-compatible hardware available?

Task Setup
Webpage with tasks and links to spreadsheet and
systems
Final Questionnaire
Cheat sheets Systems

Admin
Coffee & Tea
Lunch reservation
Forms for payments of participants
Matrix with task/system assignments
Introduction NWR
Training slide sets
Name badges for all attendees
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